
Individuals can do nothing to change society. Any new developments can only be brought 
about by governments and large institutions. How far do you agree or disagree?

Amin

Radical changes made in the community are usually brought by both large and small 
foundations and that of small ones as well as including individuals. Although many believe 
that governments are critical instrumental into creatinge different revolutions in various 
aspects, some maintain that influential individuals can potentially divert the destination of 
societies with great achievements. This essay focuses on my the idea as to why large 
organizations are not the only ones who can do so.

First and foremost, it is goes obviously without saying that very extensive developments 
always may easily be gained by gigantic groups such as governments or multi-national 
companies. Possessing reach rich facilities as well as well-known, yet creative, members, 
large institutions have the opportunity to implement satisfactory innovations into our 
society, at well. Social networks filling most our lives are the textbook example in this respect 
as they are developed by well supported companies.

At the other extreme, however, over history there are have been famous discoveries made by 
ordinary people who were, in some cases, not wealthy at all. That is where brilliant talents, 
abilities, diligent endeavor, and occasionally excellent chances come in. Providing some 
onesomeone follows upon his their new idea with ultimate attempts, he they will be most 
likely to affect everyone in the community in spite of their tendency to prevent the recent 
changes. 

In additions, taking advantage of tapping into their situations, some small-scale companies 
which emerge in suitable settings may create large developments those of big ones cannot 
even lay a hand on that. Online taxi in numerous countries, for instance, is a great innovation 
introduced by a small company, called Carpino.

To put in a nutshell, not only do the governments but also talented individuals can begin 
huge movements in every spot on the earth as the wealth is not always beneficial to attract 
people.                

   


